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Finally My Happy Ending, the third and final book in the Meant for Me series, can be read as a stand

alone but will be enhanced by reading the first two books. Blind dates are for the birds. Trish

Carmichael had been on enough of them to know they weren't her thing. She'd rather go about it

naturally and meet someone on her own. The only problem was, it had been over a year since she

broke up with her last boyfriend, and she hadn't found anyone yet.She was on her way home from a

parculularly bad blind date (one she vowed would be her last) when she ran into Brock Rollins at a

gas station. Brock had taken something from her in the past, and she harbored grudge against him

because of it. She was typically the type to forgive and forget, but the bad date was fresh on her

mind, and she ended up unloading on him.Burying the hatchet between the two of them seemed

impossible. Seeing him as a love interest was out of the question. But sometimes even the most

unlikely things happen.
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I waited until I knew I would be able to finish this book without being interrupted as once I start one

of Brooke's books. I can't put it down! If you are looking for a great book that keeps you so

engrossed that you feel like you are a part of it, this book is for you. I can't wait to read more from

this author!

What a satisfying end to this delightful series! This author brings her characters alive and the drama

is played out perfectly balanced without the language, sex, and violence too prevalent in so many

stories these days. The villains are almost likable as they get their comeuppance from our lovable

hero. This author is one I always seek when looking for a new tale or adventure.

I really loved this series! I fell in love with each and every character and was waiting for this story!

This series made me laugh and cry. I'm happy that Thomas found love as well. He was my favorite

character in the series.

I love reading Christian books that are light on the "Christian" aspects. I believe in God, but I don't

want to read an entire book that just quotes the bible, I read the Bible for that. Brooke St. James

knows exactly where to draw the line. Her characters are everyday people who happen live a Godly

life.Normally Brook St. James male characters have very dominant personalities, but this book takes

a refreshing spin on that. He's dominant, but allows the main character to set the pace. I especially

love when his protective side gets to take center stage. If puts a nice assurance on just how

dominant he could be.The reason for the four stars is the author's writing style. There are a lot of

things that she leaves to the readers imagination, and a lot of breaks in the story timeline. This

makes for a fast read, but I wish she gave just a bit more.All in all, I recommend this author. Her

stories are light and fun. I'm quickly making my way through all of them.

Trish Carmichael accused Brock Rollins of stealing her grandmother's a antique ring from her house

when he was a guest with his friend Tyler and his brother Shane when Trish was dating Shane. She

ran into him a a gas station and she confronted him about then she slapped hard enough to leave

her hand print. He made up his mind to find out if Tyler took the ring. This story is so good to see

what this man Brock goes through to get this ring back and see the relationship develops between

these two Brock and Trish. It will amaze you to see what Trish goes through because she is a part

of Brock's life now. This was to me a beautiful series of three books with all the people involved who

care for one another and truly show the person of Jesus in their lives with the help and love they



give to others.

I liked that the H was a good friend to his addicted buddy and was still kind and pro-active in helping

the h. Happy House and it's occupants are just fun frosting on a well-written "Scottish Highland"

cake. Lots of twists and turns (and LOL's) in this modern-day love strory. The only thing I didn't like

was the male and female room mates--but the story remained clean even with that unnecessary

wrench.

This was a beautiful story like the other two in the series. The only thing I didn't really enjoy was that

their relationship developed kind of on fast fwd. I would've like to read more about them together not

just from Trish thoughts.Overall I love all this characters.

What a beautiful story! So sweet and Brock and Trish blew me away. In a way it was a whirlwind

romance for this two. Amazing! I was super mad at one of the main characters at the beginning but

lived them loved by the end. Bravo! 5 stars from me! What a great way to end the series.
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